
Games GRADES 4 – 6 1-5

CIRCLE GOAL
Divide students into groups 
of 8-9. Instruct each group 
to stand in a circle with 
their feet shoulder-width 
apart ensuring that the outside of each foot is touching the foot of the player beside 
them. Challenge students to strike a sponge ball with an open hand in an attempt to roll it 
BETWEEN�THE�LEGS��GOAL	�OF�ANOTHER�PLAYER��0LAYERS�MUST�MAINTAIN�CONTACT�WITH�THE�FEET�OF�THE�
players beside them at all times. After a few minutes of play, invite students to number off 
h����������xv�AND�HAVE�THEM�PLAY�THE�ACTIVITY�IN�TEAMS�WITH�ALL�OF�THE���S�ON�THE�SAME�TEAM�
AND�THE���S�ON�ANOTHER�TEAM��)N�THIS�VERSION��PLAYERS�ATTEMPT�TO�@SCORE��ON�THE�OTHER�TEAM��
4RY�PLAYING�THE�ACTIVITY�AGAIN�USING�THIS�VARIATION��0LAYERS�CHOOSE�WHICH�#IRCLE�'OAL�TEAM�THEY�
would like to be on: Competitive, Middle of the Road or Recreational.

Invasion Games
EQUIPMENT
���SPONGE�BALLS�w�HOOPS�w�TARGETS�
(bowling pins, skittles, pylons) » 
pinnies » life-sized cut-out of active 
pose » felt pens

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and supervision considerations when planning 
indoor physical activities, see pages 19-20 in “Safety Guidelines for 
0HYSICAL�!CTIVITY�IN�!LBERTA�3CHOOLSv��!LBERTA�#ENTRE�FOR�)NJURY�#ONTROL�
and Research (ACICR), 2008, www.acicr.ualberta.ca. 

Warm It Up

Lesson 3 of 6 Activity
Basic Skills 
Application of  !���	�� 
Basic Skills 

Clues that students are achieving 
the outcome…

“Students will demonstrate basic 
strategies and tactics that coordinate 
effort with others; e.g., team, in order to 
achieve a common activity goal in lead-up 
games.” 0HYSICAL�%DUCATION�0ROGRAM�OF�
Studies, Alberta Learning, 2000.
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�COMMUNICATE�AND�PROVIDE�

visual and verbal targets to teammates 
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�MOVE�INTO�OPEN�SPACES�

when not in 
possession of the ball

s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�COMPLETE�
short and quick passes 
to successfully advance 
TOWARDS�ANOTHER�TEAM�S�
goal

RELATED RESOURCES
s� 0LAY3PORT�4EACHING�+IDS�'AMES�BY�0LAYING�'AMES�

WEBSITE��/NTARIO�0HYSICAL�AND�(EALTH�%DUCATION�
!SSOCIATION��/0(%!	��www.playsport.net

s� !"#$�S�OF�-OVEMENT�FOR�'RADE����,2#��������	��
%DMONTON�0UBLIC�3CHOOLS��������www.lrc.education.
gov.ab.ca
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CHIPOTLE VARIATIONS
Be sure to take into account the abilities of all students when 
planning learning opportunities and incorporate variations 
AS�NEEDED�TO�ENSURE�LEARNING�AND�SUCCESS�FOR�ALL��%XPLAIN�THAT�
the challenge of the day is to coordinate efforts as a team to 
knock over the targets of opposing teams. Divide the group 
into four equal teams and assign each team a corner of the 
ACTIVITY�AREA��0ROVIDE�A�HOOP��TWO�SPONGE�BALLS��THREE�TARGETS��E�G���BOWLING�PINS��PYLONS��SKITTLES��AND�
pinnies to each team. Instruct teams to put on their pinnies and strategically place the three targets 
INSIDE�THE�HOOP��/N�THE�SIGNAL�TO�BEGIN��TEAMS�WORK�TOGETHER�TO�ADVANCE�TOWARD�ANOTHER�TEAM�S�CORNER�
AND�ATTEMPT�TO�THROW�THE�BALL�AND�KNOCK�OVER�THE�TARGETS��%ACH�TEAM�STARTS�WITH�TWO�BALLS��BUT�CAN�
use any of the balls in play once the game begins. Teams must pass the ball to move toward another 
TEAM�S�CORNER��0LAYERS�ARE�NOT�ALLOWED�TO�DRIBBLE�OR�TAKE�STEPS�WHEN�HOLDING�THE�BALL��3HOULD�A�TEAM�
drop the ball or have the ball intercepted by an opposing team, possession of the ball is awarded to 
THE�TEAM�WHOSE�CORNER�THE�BALL�IS�IN��3HOULD�ALL�OF�A�TEAM�S�TARGETS�BE�KNOCKED�OVER��THE�ENTIRE�TEAM�
lines up and passes a ball over/under from one end of the line to the other before 
re-setting the targets and continuing the game.
Variation #1: Instead of throwing and catching the ball, teams kick the ball to advance toward an 
OPPONENT�S�CORNER��3TUDENTS�ARE�ALLOWED�TWO�TOUCHES�ON�THE�BALL��ONE�TO�STOP�OR�TRAP�THE�BALL��THE�
other to pass.
Variation #2: Allow students to take three steps while dribbling the ball.

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and supervision 
considerations when planning indoor 
physical activities, see pages 19-20 in 
h3AFETY�'UIDELINES�FOR�0HYSICAL�!CTIVITY�
in Alberta Schools”, Alberta Centre for 
Injury Control and Research (ACICR), 
2008, www.acicr.ualberta.ca . 

Whoop It Up

PARTNER SHARING
Ask each pair of students to carry one 
piece of equipment while walking one 
lap of the activity area before returning 
the equipment to a designated area. 
While walking, students share examples 
of how teams were able to coordinate 
their efforts to successfully advance the 
ball and knock over the targets. When 
all equipment has been returned, invite 
students to share highlights of their 
discussion with the large group and 
record strategies on the life-sized cut-out 
from lesson 1. Ask students to identify 
games in which players need to work 
together to advance towards a target 
and score a goal; e.g., team handball, 
lacrosse, ultimate frisbee, football.

Wrap It Up


